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  Abstract 

This thesis’ aim is to study four Swedish real estate companies between the years 2006-2015 to see 

whether their capital structure and investment strategies have changed over the years. The data upon 

which the thesis is based, is gathered from the four companies’ annual reports. These years are of interest 

due to the changing economic environment, both in Sweden and the world, during this time period. The 

time period includes one financial crisis and a never before experienced interest rate environment with 

rates around zero percent. Traditional capital structure- and diversification theories have been 

overviewed and serves as the base for the discussion regarding the results from the gathered data. 

Two hypotheses have been constructed to study this topic: 

 The low interest rate environment has provided the real estate sector with access to more capital, 

which has led to real estate companies increasing their financial leverage, i.e. the capital 

structure has changed. 

 The accessibility of capital in the market, combined with funds actively seeking return on capital 

in real estate, increases the competition and decreases yield spreads, which in turn leads to real 

estate companies investing capital in markets associated with higher risks.  

The result indicates that the hypotheses are incorrect. The real estate companies have not increased their 

financial risk through an increase in their long term debt at the end of the studied time period. However, 

the companies have increased their borrowing but the financial risk has not increased since their equity 

has increased proportionally. 

The studied real estate companies have not been mainly investing in markets associated with higher risk. 

Increased investment volumes have been observed all over Sweden. The investment strategies differ 

between the companies; some invest mainly in the bigger cities while some invest mainly in smaller 

cities. 
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  Sammanfattning 

Uppsatsen handlar om hur kapitalstrukturen samt fastighetsinnehavet (geografiskt och fastighetstyp) 

hos fyra svenska fastighetsbolag har förändrats under tidsperioden 2006-2015. Data från de fyra 

fastighetsbolagens årsredovisningar ligger till grund för studien. Dessa år har studerats på grund av det 

förändrade ekonomiska läget i både Sverige och världen med gott finansiellt klimat, en finanskris och 

ett tidigare aldrig upplevt ekonomiskt klimat med räntor kring 0 procent. Traditionella kapitalstruktur- 

och diversifieringsteorier har behandlats och ligger till grund för diskussionen kring resultatet av den 

insamlade datan.  

Två hypoteser har konstruerats för att undersöka detta ämne: 

 Fastighetsbolagens långfristiga skulder har ökat de senare åren av tidsperioden till följd av 

ränteläget dessa år eftersom kostnaderna för kapital under denna tid har minskat. Detta har ökat 

företagens finansiella risk i slutet av perioden jämfört tidsperiodens start.  

 Det låga ränteläget i slutet av tidsperioden har medfört att fastighetsbolagen har sökt nya 

marknader för att kunna få avkastning på sitt kapital, d.v.s. sökt sig till marknader med högre 

risk utanför Sveriges storstäder. 

Resultatet pekar på att hypoteserna inte stämmer. Fastighetsbolagen har inte ökat sin finansiella risk till 

följd av ökad lånefinansiering i slutet av tidsperioden. Däremot stämmer det att bolagen har ökat sina 

långfristiga skulder mot tidsperiodens slut, dock ökar inte den finansiella risken eftersom det egna 

kapitalet ökar proportionellt med deras ökade belåning. 

De studerade fastighetsbolagen har inte endast sökt sig till marknader med högre risk i mindre städer i 

Sverige, utan en ökning av investeringsvolymer har observerats i hela Sverige. Investeringsstrategierna 

skiljer sig åt mellan fastighetsbolagen, en del investerar främst i storstäderna medan andra investerar 

kapital i mindre städer. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The last ten years has been a period of shifting financial environment in the world. The years leading 

up to the financial crisis in 2008 comprised a period of economic growth and the following recession 

has been compared to the great depression in the media (Worstall, 2014). The macroeconomic 

environment in Sweden today and the rest of the world is significantly affected by the global financial 

crisis following the Lehman Brothers collapse.  

The financial crisis caused a severe recession throughout the world and the aftermath from the crisis are 

still visual. Ollivaud and Turner (2015) evaluated the loss in the potential output the OECD countries 

have experience in the medium term due to the financial crisis. In the paper they examined the loss in 

potential output by comparison of the potential output the years before the financial crisis and the 

potential output in 2014. The findings in the paper are that in the OECD countries experienced a median 

loss in potential output of 2.75 percent in the medium term due to the financial crisis.  

1.1.1 Effects of the Financial Crisis 

Following the Lehman Brothers collapse, the global financial system remained under severe stress 

throughout the year. The crisis included households, corporations and the banking sector, both in 

emerging- and developed countries. The diminishing economic activity at the time put pressure on 

banks’ balance sheets when the asset values’ continued to reduce. This harmed the banks’ capital 

adequacy and discouraged new lending. The credit growth was stagnating and even negative which in 

turn added more downward pressure on economic activity. At the time the main objective of policy 

makers was to restore the faith in the economy and financial institutions (IMF, 2009). 

The financial distress of the world is clearly shown in the inflation- and interest rates. During the years 

leading up to the financial crisis the worldwide inflation rate increased. The inflation sharply dropped 

with the financial crisis and the years after the worldwide inflation rate was volatile but recently showed 

a tendency of stabilising. In 2014 the worldwide inflation rate was back at the same level (3.8 percent) 

as it was ten years earlier. The Eurozone inflation rate was lower than the rest of the world during the 

period 2004 to 2014 (2.1 percent). Only Japan (0.2 percent) and Canada (1.8 percent) had lower average 

inflation rates during the period (Eurostat, 2015). 

Central bank policy rate increased in the Eurozone the years leading up to the financial crisis from 2.25 

percent in 2005 to 4.0 percent in 2007. Since then the rate has decreased to a level of 0.05 percent in 

2015. The money market rate has shadowed the development of the central bank policy rate. In the US, 

similar development can be seen as in the Euro area, with increasing rates up until 2008 followed by 

decreasing rates as a result of the financial crisis (IMF, 2016a). 

In 2015, the economic environment began to recover in some parts of the world. The IMF Executive 

Directors at the time observed a slight growth in advanced economies and a fifth consecutive year of 

growth decline in emerging markets. They also conclude that, in 2015-16, the foundation for a modest 

recovery exists, since financial stability generally has improved, noting the following positive forces 

around the globe; the euro area has a sustained recovery, a return to positive growth in Japan and in the 

US there is a continued robust activity. Although the observed increased market volatility could pose a 

threat to financial stability in the near term (IMF, 2015).     
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In the Euro area, the European Central Bank (ECB) expects the recovery to continue but with less 

momentum than previously expected. The slower pace reflects a weaker global growth and rising 

effective exchange rates of the euro (ECB, 2016). Recently the ECB lowered the Central Bank Policy 

Rate to 0.0 percent (Global-rates.com, 2016). The ECB projects the HICP inflation to 0.1 percent during 

2016, 1.3 percent during 2017 and 1.6 percent for 2018. The projections for the annual average real 

GDP growth are 1.4 percent in 2016, 1.7 percent in 2017 and 1.8 percent in 2018 (ECB, 2016). 

1.1.2 The Global Real Estate Market  

The housing prices in the world increased with the growing global economy the years leading up to the 

financial crisis, with a record high in the first quarter of 2008. With the recession following the crisis 

the global housing prices fell rapidly and reached a low in 2011-2012. The global housing market has 

begun to recover with a steady increase in prices after the low point but the prices has not yet reached 

the levels prior the crisis (IMF, 2016b).  

The housing prices in the European Union (EU) shows a similar pattern as the global housing prices. 

The prices in the EU reached a maximum in first half of 2008 and the minimum the beginning of 2013. 

The difference in housing prices between the EU and the world is that in the end of 2015 the prices in 

the EU have returned to levels noted prior to the crisis (Eurostat, 2016). 

After the financial crisis the global investment volume for commercial real estate sharply shrunk. In 

2008 the global investment volume per quarter was approximately USD 50-100 billion which rose to 

approximately to USD 300-350 billion in 2015. The inverse progress is seen for the yield, which has 

decreased from a level of approximately 8.0 percent in 2008 to approximately 6.7 percent in the end of 

2015 (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016). 

The US is the countries with the highest investment volume representing 39 percent of global trading 

during 2015. The other top five countries in terms of investment volume are China, the UK, Germany 

and Japan. The fastest growing markets the year 2015 are Norway, Italy, Denmark and Portugal 

(Cushman & Wakefield, 2016). 

1.1.3 The Swedish Real Estate Market 

For a small economy dependent on exports such as Sweden, the surrounding countries economic state 

is crucial for the domestic economy. If exports were to be removed, the GDP of Sweden would decrease 

sharply (Ekonomifakta, 2011); i.e. the economic development of the world and especially the Eurozone 

is very important from a Swedish perspective. Sweden exports the majority of their goods to 

neighbouring countries in the Nordic region, together with Germany and the UK. The exception is the 

export to the US amounting to circa 7.7 percent of total exports (SCB, 2016a).  

Today’s financial environment in Sweden is an environment not witnessed before, with both low 

inflation and interest rates simultaneously (Riksbanken, 2016). The situation can be compared with 

Japan’s economic development after their crisis in the 1990’s. (Trading Economics, 2016; inflation.eu, 

2016).  

The low interest environment in Sweden has fuelled capital intensive sectors such as the real estate 

sector. IMF’s Global Housing Watch, shows that Sweden had the third highest real estate house price 

increase in the world over the past year. The real credit growth in Sweden over the past year was 6.2 

percent and the house price to income ratio has increased with 14 percent from 2010 to the second 

quarter of 2015 (IMF, 2016b).  
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In the media there have been debates regarding a house price bubble in Sweden, by both experts from 

Sweden (Affärsvärlden, 2015) and from other nations (Edwards, 2016). There are several factors 

contributing to a possible bubble and one factor would be the low interest rate which enables the Swedish 

people to borrow to a low cost. To decrease the risk of over lending in the housing market and to 

contribute to a slower pace development of the market, FSA (Sw: “Finansinspektionen”) have developed 

a proposition of an amortisation requirement for new mortgages (Finansinspektionen, 2016).  

There are also experts arguing against a bubble and points towards factors as the low interest rate in 

combination with other fundamentals such as a good economic environment in Sweden, a lack of 

residences and a low building rate of new residences contribute to high prices (Expressen, 2015). In the 

article, Hans Lind says that even though there is no bubble, there might be a sharp decrease in prices if 

the government and the central bank do not take any actions to change the fundamentals which are the 

underlying factors to the high housing prices. 

It is not only the housing market which has been fuelled by this low interest environment, the 

commercial real estate sector in the Nordic countries and Sweden is going through a period of high 

growth. 2015 was a strong investment year for the Nordic real estate sector and Sweden is by tradition 

the country with the largest investment volume of these countries, and 2015 was no exception. Over the 

last six years the average prime yield for office, retail and industrial has had a steady downturn in the 

Nordic countries (CBRE, 2016). 

In Sweden the investment volume was SEK 128.4 billion for 2015 which was a decrease with 6 percent 

compared to the previous year. However, the year 2014 was a record year in terms of investment volume 

and Sweden has had an upward investment trend since 2009 from an investment volume of 

approximately SEK 40 billion. The investment volumes of 2014/15 have returned to the levels prior the 

financial crisis. A difference between now and then is the foreign share of the market which was 

approximately 45 percent before the crisis and in 2015 approximately 25 percent (CBRE Research, 

2015).  

The prime yield for the sectors office, retail and industrial/logistics was in the fourth quarter of 2010 

approximately 5 percent for both office and retail and 7 percent for industrial/logistics. This has 

decreased to approximately 4 percent for office and retail and just beneath 6 percent for 

industrial/logistics in the fourth quarter of 2015. The accessibility of cheap capital in the market 

combined with a predominance of buyers with a long investment horizon has led to a yield compression 

during 2015 (CBRE Research, 2016). 

This 10 years’ period of changing economic environment both in the world and especially Sweden has 

caught our interest. This period is interesting since it covers a period with high growth prior to the 

financial crisis, a recession following the crisis and this new economic environment (in Sweden) today 

with both low inflation and interest rates. Therefore, it is of interest to study real estate companies in 

Sweden during these years to get insights about how they have acted in these times of changing 

economic environments. 

1.2 Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to study four publicly listed real estate companies in Sweden to examine how 

or if, their investment strategies and capital structures has changed over the last 10 years.  

In terms of investment strategies, the thesis will primarily focus on what types of properties the 

companies invest in and their geographical allocation of assets. The geographical and property type 

investment strategy is interesting from a portfolio theory and yield seeking perspective. The latter is a 
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topical subject in the current low interest rate environment in Sweden with severe competition and high 

accessibility of capital in the market. 

The capital structure in this study will be defined as the ratio of the companies’ long term debt and their 

total equity (common and preferred). The capital structure is of high interest from a risk perspective; 

both from the investors’ point of view, in terms of portfolio management and from the company’s point 

of view, in terms of profitability and risk management. The studied time period will contain one global 

financial crisis and a never before experienced market condition in Sweden with interest rates close to 

zero. The aim is to study how the change in environment affect the choice of capital structure and 

investment strategy during this interesting time period.  

1.3 Hypothesis 

To conduct the research in this thesis we have formed two hypotheses: 

i. The low interest rate environment has provided the real estate sector with access to more capital 

which has led to real estate companies increasing their financial leverage, i.e. the capital 

structure has changed. 

ii. The accessibility of capital in the market combined with funds actively seeking return on capital 

in real estate, increases the competition and decreases yield spreads, which in turn leads to real 

estate companies investing capital in markets associated with higher risks.  

1.4 Research Questions 

Form the hypotheses we have formulated two research questions to help us conduct our research. The 

research questions are formulated to provide an overview of the Swedish real estate market and how the 

companies have acted during this shifting economic environment in the last 10 years.  

i. Has the investment strategy, focusing on geographical allocation of assets and property type, 

changed over this time period? 

ii. Has the capital structure changed over this time period? 

1.5 Method 

The research will be based on data from annual reports. The data needed to answer the research questions 

is provided in the annual reports and this approach is the most suitable choice of method due to the fact 

that the information in the annual reports is to a large extent unbiased and also publicly accessible, since 

the real estate companies are obligated to publish the annual reports each year.  

The choice to base the thesis only on the data provided by the annual reports might have some limitations 

regarding depth of the information compared to information provided by conducting interviews. 

However, the annual reports are to a large extent unbiased and shall cover all information needed for 

this thesis and therefore we argue that this method is most suitable for its aim. 

1.6 Research Design 

The primary research of this thesis will be conducted through analysing the annual reports of the studied 

real estate companies during the time period. The chapters in focus within the annual reports are the 

companies’ balance sheets and their property portfolio. These chapters will provide the data needed for 

analysing the companies through the perspective provided by the research questions and hypothesis. 

Some attention will also be directed towards the visions and goals stated in the annual reports as well as 

the CEO’s comments to get insight of how they act in the real estate market.  
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The analysis of the data will be conducted with previous theories of capital structure and portfolio 

management in mind.  

1.7 Data Collection 

The thesis will study four publicly listed real estate companies in Sweden and will be based on annual 

reports between the years 2006-2015. The annual reports are available on the respective companies’ 

websites. The companies are strategically chosen to represent different investment strategies and to 

provide a broad description of the real estate market in Sweden. The investment strategy of the real 

estate companies will focus on where they invest geographically and what types of property they invest 

in. The time period is chosen to include the global financial crisis since it is interesting to see if the 

financial crisis has affected the investment strategy and the capital structure of the companies.  

After the collection of the data, standardisation is going to be needed to conduct a proper analysis since 

annual reports presents the data differently. The properties will be divided into four regions - Stockholm, 

Gothenburg, Malmö and Smaller cities. The regions have been divided according to Statistics Sweden’s 

definition of Greater Stockholm, Greater Gothenburg and Greater Malmö. The remaining municipalities 

of Sweden is categorised into ‘Smaller cities’. Below in, table 1, the three regions Stockholm, 

Gothenburg and Malmö with their respective municipalities are presented. 

Table 1, Municipalities defined as Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö 

(Source: SCB,2016b) 

Stockholm Gothenburg Malmö 

Botkyrka Ale Burlöv 

Danderyd Alingsås Eslöv 

Ekerö Göteborg Höör 

Haninge Härryda Kävlinge 

Huddinge Kungsbacka Lomma 

Järfälla Kungälv Lund 

Lidingö Lerum Malmö 

Nacka Lilla Edet Skurup 

Norrtälje Mölndal Staffanstorp 

Nykvarn Partille Svedala 

Nynäshamn Stenungsund Trelleborg 

Salem Tjörn Vellinge 

Sigtuna Öckerö   

Sollentuna     

Solna     

Stockholm     

Sundbyberg     

Södertälje     

Tyresö     

Täby     

Upplands Väsby     
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Upplands-Bro     

Vallentuna     

Vaxholm     

Värmdö     

Österåker     

1.8 Limitation and definitions 

This thesis is limited to four Swedish real estate companies during the time period 2006-2015. The 

companies we have selected are; Kungsleden AB, Hufvudstaden AB, FastPartner AB and Fastighets 

AB Balder. This limits the research and it cannot be seen as a generalisation for the whole population 

of real estate companies in Sweden, although it might provide a better understanding of how Swedish 

real estate companies act under change in economic environments. 

The interest rate chosen for this study is the STIBOR 3M rate, which is the interest rate banks in Sweden 

are willing to lend money to one another, at different maturities and without collateral. 

Capital structure is defined as the mix of the real estate companies’ long term debt and their total equity 

including common equity and preferred equity.  

The risk management and risks in focus in this thesis are the financial leverage (long term debt to equity 

ratio) of the companies and which regions they invest in. 

The property type segment social infrastructure includes schools, elderly homes and health care 

facilities. The property type segment other include the premises which are not categorised as office, 

retail, industrial/warehouse, hotel, residential and social infrastructure, for example restaurants and 

exhibition halls. 

1.9 Short Description of the Chosen Real Estate Companies 

1.9.1 Balder 

Balder is a Swedish publicly traded real estate company on the Nasdaq Stockholm, Large Cap. The 

company focuses on long term-investments and aim to be a big actor on the markets where they are 

present.  

Customer satisfaction is of high importance for the company and since 2006 Balder has its own property 

management department to build on their customer relations.  

In December 2015 the company held assets in the form of real estate to a value of SEK 68.5 billion 

(Balder, 2016). 

1.9.2 FastPartner 

FastPartner was founded in 1987 and since 1994 the company has been registered on the Nasdaq 

Stockholm, Mid Cap-list. The company strategy is to own, manage and develop commercial real estate 

in potential growth markets. Property investments by FastPartner are considered long term investments 

and are located in attractive areas where they are managed and developed (FastPartner, 2016). 
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1.9.3 Hufvudstaden 

The real estate company Hufvudstaden was founded in 1915 by Ivar Kreuger with the business idea to 

build and manage properties in central locations. Today Hufvudstaden offers retail and office buildings 

in attractive locations in Gothenburg and Stockholm.  

Hufvudstaden is one of Sweden’s largest publicly traded real estate companies and is well known within 

the industry. Several of Hufvudstaden’s properties have been owned by the company for decades. The 

brand Nordiska Kompaniet (NK) is one of their more famous properties. NK is a high end shopping 

centre brand and there is one located in Gothenburg and one in Stockholm (Hufvudstaden, 2016). 

1.9.4 Kungsleden 

Kungsleden is one of Sweden’s largest publicly traded real estate companies, born after the real estate 

and finical crisis in the 1990’s. Kungsleden was first a temporary solution as a subsidiary for Gota Bank 

AB’s mortgage properties. Kungsleden was later bought by institutional investors to create a long term 

ownership for the company for the future.  

Kungsleden was listed on the stock exchange in 1999 and owned real estate to a value of SEK 5 billion 

at the time. Since then the company has grown and at the end of 2015 the value of their properties was 

approximately SEK 27.5 billion (Kungsleden, 2016). 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Capital Structure 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The aim of studies of capital structure is to explain the mix of financing sources and securities used by 

firms to finance an investment opportunity. The main reason why the type of financing matter for firms 

is because of taxes, agency costs and asymmetric information; theories regarding the optimal capital 

structure differ in the way they interpret or emphasise these factors (Myers, 2001).  

In this thesis four well known theories of capital structure are presented, Modigliani & Miller’s capital 

structure irrelevance theorem, Kraus & Litzenberger’s Trade-off Theory which focuses on taxes, Myers’ 

Pecking Order Theory and Baker & Wurgler’s Market Timing Theory, the latter two focusing on 

asymmetric information. These four theories are presented together with empirical findings supporting 

or questioning the theories in the following sections. 

2.1.2 Modigliani & Miller’s Capital Structure Irrelevance Theorem 

Modigliani & Miller (1958) suggests that in a perfect market, excluding taxes and transaction costs, the 

type of instrument used to finance an investment is irrelevant to whether or not an investment is 

worthwhile. When a firm chooses financing, ultimately all the firm is doing is dividing the cash flows 

between investors. The paper was controversial and inspired further research on the topic of capital 

structure irrelevance. 

2.1.3 The Trade-off Theory 

The Trade-off Theory, developed by Kraus & Litzenberger (1973), evaluates firm’s decisions regarding 

the amount of debt and equity the firm shall use to finance an investment. The theory states that a firm 

seek a debt ratio that maximise the tax benefits of debt. This is done by balancing the tax shield benefits 

from additional debt in contrast to the costs of potential financial distress (Kraus & Litzenberger, 1973). 

The advantage of using debt finance is that the interest is tax deductible, thus providing an interest tax 

shield for the company. However, there is also costs of financing with debt, agency costs and both direct 

and indirect costs of financial distress. The marginal benefit of increasing debt declines as debt 

increases. The trade-off is the optimisation of the firm value by choosing, or finding, the optimal 

combination between equity and debt (Kraus & Litzenberger, 1973). 

2.1.4 The Pecking Order Theory 

The Pecking Order Theory regards how managers of a firm act to acquire capital for a new investment 

opportunity. The model is based on the assumption that asymmetrical information exists between the 

managers of the firm and its investors. The managers have more information than investors regarding 

the investment opportunities and both the managers and the investors are aware of this (Myers & Majluf, 

1984).  

Empirical facts reveal that firms seem to favour internal financing over debt and equity issues. The 

internal financing available to a firm is also called the financial slack of the firm. When they need 

external financing they seem to prefer bonds over equity. Firms may even pass up valuable investment 

opportunities if the only option is to issue equity (Myers & Majluf, 1984). 
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The rationale for this is that issuing equity will reduce the stock price of the firm and thereby affecting 

the ongoing shareholders negatively. Therefore, the managers prefer internal financing and issuing debt 

over equity. If a firm can issue risk free debt, then the firm would never have to pass up a valuable 

investment opportunity since this would be the same as internal financing. If they can issue risky debt 

they sometimes have to pass up valuable investment opportunities, but on average the loss would be 

less than if the firm would use equity financing (Myers & Majluf, 1984).  

Managers of a firm also do not want to issue stocks when a firm is undervalued. The financial slack of 

a firm enables them to avoid external financing and only issue equity when the firm is overvalued. If 

the firm has the opportunity to issue debt or equity, the firm will always issue debt regardless if the firm 

is over- or undervalued (Myers & Majluf, 1984). 

When there are not any feasible investment opportunities for firms they will build up their financial 

slack to enable them to avoid external financing for future investments. The pecking order for financial 

investments developed by Myers & Majluf boils down to; first internal financing, then issuing debt and 

lastly equity financing (Myers & Majluf, 1984). 

2.1.5 The Market Timing Theory 

The practice of issuing equity at high price and repurchasing at a lower price is called equity market 

timing. The intention of this practice exploits temporary fluctuation of the cost of equity relatively to 

other forms of capital. The findings in Modigliani and Miller (1958) imply that a firm would not gain 

from switching opportunistically between equity and debt. However, the real world does not function 

under the assumption of a perfect capital market. There are capital markets and segments which are 

inefficient and the market timing benefits ongoing shareholders at the expense of exiting and entering 

ones. Thus incentives exist for managers to time the market (if possible) if they care more about the 

ongoing shareholders (Baker & Wurgler, 2002). 

Baker & Wurgler (2002) find that low leveraged firms tend to raise equity when their valuation is high 

and that high leverage firms do the opposite and tend to raise equity when their valuation is low. 

Fluctuations in the market valuation have a large impact on the capital structure of firms and this impact 

persist over at least a decade. There is no financial theory which can explain these results and the 

explanation could be that the capital structure of a firm is the outcome of past attempt to time the equity 

market which has accumulated over time. In this theory there is no optimal capital structure; the capital 

structure of a firm is the outcome of past financial decisions (Baker & Wurgler, 2002). 

2.2 Empirical Findings of the Capital Structure Theories 

2.2.1 Modigliani & Miller’s Capital Structure Irrelevance Theorem 

The Modigliani-Miller capital structure irrelevance theorem is no longer controversial as a matter of 

theory. As an economic intuition it is logic, Myers (2001) draw the parallel that it is equivalent to that 

in a perfect market supermarket, the value of a pizza is not dependent on how it is sliced.  

While The Modigliani-Miller theorem may be intuitive, is it really plausible? The value of a pizza does 

depend on how it is sliced; consumers are willing to pay less for the whole pizza than for the equivalent 

slices. Within the design of securities and new financing arrangements there is constant innovation. The 

innovation is proof that financing can matter, since if there is no added value from choosing different 

financing tactics there would not exist any incentive to innovate (Myers, 2001). 
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2.2.2 The Trade-off Theory 

Since the Trade-off Theory seem to rule out firms keeping their debt ratios on conservative levels, it 

faces trouble on the tax front. A value maximising firm should, assuming the theory is accurate, never 

pass on the opportunity of acquiring an interest tax shield when the probability of the firm finding itself 

in financial distress is even a little bit low. Nevertheless, there are many profitable, established firms 

with low debt ratios even though they have achieved a superior credit rating, e.g. Microsoft and big 

pharmaceutical companies (Myers, 2001). 

Research investigating the determinants of actual debt ratios has been consistent in their conclusions 

that the most profitable firms within an industry tend to have the most conservative debt ratios (Myers, 

2001). One of these studies, done by Wald (1999) in a cross-sectional analysis for the UK, US, France, 

Germany and Japan, found profitability to be “the single largest determinant of debt/asset ratios”, i.e. 

large profits correspond to low debt ratios and vice versa. 

This is a correlation that the Trade-off Theory cannot explain and by examining financing strategies, 

the idea that managers are not paying attention to taxes can be dismissed (Myers, 2001). 

As a response to the importance of taxes within financing strategies, the industry has invented financial 

instruments such as floating-rate preferred shares. These preferred shares are bought by other companies 

with cash available for investments in the short term. The preferred shares pay dividends tied to short 

term interest rates and the major tax advantage is that the tax rate for intercorporate dividends are only 

30 percent. Hence, the effective corporate tax rate for the preferred dividends is a factor of both the 

corporate- and intercorporate tax rate (Myers, 2001). 

MacKie-Mason (1990) estimated a model for firms issuing equity or debt securities, predicting that 

firms with low marginal tax rates are more probable to issue equity in comparison to more profitable 

firms who faces the full statutory tax rate. The model was clearly true in MacKie-Mason’s sample and 

the result is in line with the Trade-off Theory since it supports the assumption that taxpaying firms prefer 

debt over equity. However, the result is also in line with a Miller (1997) equilibrium where the value of 

the corporate tax shields is completely offset by the low effective tax rate on capital gains. Myers (2001) 

states that it cannot be concluded from the MacKie-Mason results that interest tax shields do have a 

significant effect on a firm’s market value or that the Trade-off Theory is used to determine debt ratios. 

Myers (2001) concludes that the Trade-off Theory, although it has strong common sense appeal 

rationalising moderate debt ratios, cannot be considered proven by previous research. Myers, stress that 

results are too easy to interpret as support for a theory and that a statistical finding or fact for one theory 

is often also consistent with a contradicting capital structure theory. 

2.2.3 The Pecking Order Theory 

The Pecking Order Theory predicts an immediate downfall in stock prices when an announcement of a 

stock issue is made. This has been confirmed by several studies, including Asquith and Mullins (1986).  

This drop in stock price is due to the fact that firms that issue stock are on average worth less than 

companies that do not. Therefore, investors downgrade the firms which issue equity accordingly. The 

drop in stock price should not to be considered as a transaction cost or other expense of stock issuing. 

The firms that do issue stock, issues the stock at fair prices (Myers, 2001).  
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Equity has a residual claim on the firms’ assets compared to debt and therefore debt holders are less 

exposed to errors in valuation of firms. Issuing of debt has a less downward impact on the stock price 

of a firm compared to issuing equity. For investment grade firms this impact should be negligible and 

studies by Eckbo (1986) and Shyam-Sunder (1991) confirms this behaviour.  

The only time equity issues will occur is when issuing debt is too costly. Managers which will not issue 

equity when they think their stock is undervalued and therefore only pessimistic managers will issue 

stock. Investors will not buy the stock if the firm has the opportunity to issue debt since the stock issue 

will be seen as an attempt to sell shares of the firm which are not a good buy (Myers, 2001). 

Myers and Majluf’s Pecking Order Theory explains why debt is the major part of a firms external 

financing and it explains why more profitable firms borrow less compared to less profitable firms. It is 

not because the profitable firms have a lower target debt ratio, the pecking order has no debt ratio, it is 

because more profitable firms have more internal financing available. The less profitable firms have to 

seek external financing and accumulate more debt (Myers, 2001).  

The Pecking Order Theory assumes asymmetric information between managers and investors, and 

assumes that managers act in the best interest of ongoing shareholder. It does not show why managers 

should care if their stock is overvalued or undervalued at the time of issuance. The theory does not have 

an explicit treatment of managers’ incentives, such as compensation packages which drives the choice 

between debt or equity (Myers, 2001). In a study by Dybvig & Zender (1991) they show that the Pecking 

Order Theory’s predictions could be explained by alternative models where the compensation schemes 

of the manager are fine tuned to assure an optimal capital structure. 

The Pecking Order Theory, as all theories of capital structure, works better in some conditions and 

circumstances than others (Myers, 2001). 

2.2.4 Testing The Pecking Order versus The Trade-off theory 

The Pecking Order Theory and the Trade-off Theory have been tested numerous times. Shyam-Sunder 

& Myers (1999) found support for both the Pecking Order Theory and the Trade-off Theory in a time-

series study of 157 firms. In the study they made an experiment where they calculated the annual debt 

ratios for each firm if the firms had followed the Pecking Order Theory exactly. Thereafter tested the 

Trade-off Theory to the simulated data and found that the Trade-off Theory was consistent with the 

financing choices driven by the Pecking Order Theory (Shyam-Sunder & Myers, 1999).  

The reason why the Trade-off Theory was not rejected for the simulated data is because capital 

investments are lumpy, positively serial correlated and the internal generated cash of the firms varies 

over a business cycle. If a firm has a financial deficit one year, it will tend to continue during a couple 

of years and vice versa. The simulated data had also mean reverting debt ratios and thereby the Trade-off 

Theory “explains” the financial strategy (Myers, 2001). 

In the study by Shyam-Sunder & Myers (1999) they also tested the opposite by simulating data of the 

firms to gradually move towards a targeted debt ratio. Thereafter tested if the Pecking Order Theory can 

explain the data simulated with the Trade-off Theory as a base. The Pecking Order Theory was not able 

to explain the simulated data and thereby Shyam-Saunders & Myers concluded that the Pecking Order 

Theory had statistical power compared to the Trade-off Theory and that the Pecking Order Theory was 

the best explaining theory of financing behaviour over their sample (Shyam-Sunder & Myers, 1999).  

In a later study by Frank & Goyal (2003) testing the Pecking Order Theory for a broad set of publicly 

traded American firms between the years 1971 to 1998, the authors argue that small high growth firms 

are often the companies with the highest amount of asymmetric information and therefore should be 
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best explained by the Pecking Order Theory. Contrary to this hypothesis the small high growth firms do 

not behave accordingly to the Pecking Order Theory. In contrast larger more mature firms during the 

1970’s and 1980’s behaves accordingly to the theory. They also found that internal spending is not 

sufficient to cover new investments and that external financing is heavily used. The fact that debt 

financing did not dominate equity financing in magnitude for the sample and that net equity issuance 

tracks the firms financing deficits while net debt financing does not do so. These facts are not consistent 

with the Pecking Order Theory (Frank & Goyal, 2003). 

A later study by Atiyet (2012) testing the Pecking Order Theory versus the Trade-off Theory based on 

the studies of Shyam-Sunder & Myers (1999) and Frank & Goyal (2003) favours the Pecking Order 

Theory over the Trade-off Theory for the studied sample of French companies. The sample contained 

French companies on the stock exchange belonging to the SBF 250 index over the period 1999 to 2005. 

2.2.5 The Market Timing Theory 

There is evidence of the Market Timing Theory in the sense that managers wait for market conditions 

to improve before they issue new stocks and they try to increase their performance before the issuance 

(Jahanzeb, Ur-Rehman, Bajuri, Karami & Ahmadimousaabad, 2013).  

In a comprehensive survey by Graham & Harvey (2001) they found that recent stock prices and the 

degree of stock undervaluation are important factors for equity issuance. Findings in other surveys 

shows that most executives feel that their stock is undervalued. The question “The amount by which our 

stock is undervalued or overvalued by the market” in the context of issuing common stock was seen as 

important or very important by 2/3 of CFOs in the study. This is the most important equity issue factor 

in the study (Graham & Harvey, 2001). 

There are studies that both have questioned and studies which have opinionated proof for the Market 

Timing Theory. Chen & Zhao (2006), Elliot et al. (2008), Huang & Ritter (2009) and Chang & Dasgupta 

(2009) found either proof for that market timing plays a role when firms issue stock or elevated issues 

regarding how to interpretive changes in the capital structure of firms. Leary & Roberts (2005), Flannery 

& Rangan (2006), Hovakimian (2006), and Kayhan & Titman (2007) finds in their research that if 

market timing exist, it does not comprise the long run capacity to impact a firm’s capital structure and 

that firms do have a targeted debt ratio which they move towards.   

2.2.6 Concluding Remarks Regarding Capital Structure Theories 

The capital structure theories work under different assumptions. The underlying economic problems 

and incentives (agency costs, tax benefits, asymmetric information) which drives the theories are clearly 

shown in financial tactics. There is convincing proof for all theories but none of them give a general 

explanation of financing strategy. The reason is that the theories are not designed to work as a general 

explanation, they are rather conditional theories of capital structure. Therefore, testing them for a broad 

heterogeneous sample will give researchers statistical results which are consistent with more than one 

theory because more than one capital structure theory work with a specific subsample (Myers, 2001). 

2.3 Empirical Findings of Real Estate Companies Regarding Capital 

Structure Theories 

Morri & Cristanziani (2009) studied the Pecking Order Theory and the Trade-off Theory in the context 

of real estate companies and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). They found that operating risk 

affected the leverage. Firms with higher level of operating risk had lower level of leverage. This was 

due to maintaining a moderate risk profile of the firm by not adding extra financial risk.  
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The real estate companies size follows the predictions of the Trade-off Theory in terms that larger firms 

had less volatile earnings due to diversification of their cash flows. The theory works fine for firms such 

as real estate companies which are able to follow diversification strategies (Morri & Cristanziani, 2009).  

The variable which affected the level of leverage the most was the firms’ profit. The predictions of the 

Pecking Order Theory predict a negative relationship between profit and leverage. The firms with higher 

profit uses internal funds rather than costly debt (Morri & Cristanziani, 2009).  

The conclusion Morri & Cristanziani (2009) draws is that the some of the predictions from both the 

Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order Theory are consistent with the capital structure of real estate 

companies, but the Trade-off Theory and Modigliani & Miller’s Capital Structure Irrelevance Theorem 

have greater explaining power of the capital structure of real estate companies belonging to the EPRA 

NAREIT European Index. They also find that real estate companies are more leveraged than REITs. 

The real estate companies had approximately 0.4 debt ratio compared to approximately 0.33 debt ratio 

of REITs (Morri & Cristanziani, 2009). 

2.4 Capital Structure and Management of Firms 

The theories of capital structure assume that the interests of the investors and managers of the firm 

perfectly align. This is impossible in practice and even implausible in the theories (Myers, 2001).  

Agency costs are unavoidable in corporate finance (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Corporate managers will 

act in their own interest and seek high salaries, job security and in extreme cases they will try to directly 

capture assets or cash flows (Shleifer & Vishny, 1989).  

The self-interest can be redirected by a number of actions such as share, ownership, compensation 

schemes or other devices. Although the objectives of the shareholders and managers is necessarily 

imperfect (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Jensen (1986) writes (p. 323) “The problem is how to motivate 

managers to disgorge the cash rather than investing it blow the cost of capital or wasting it on 

organizational inefficiencies”. This was expressed in the context of Jensen’s Cash Flow Theory. An 

answer to the problem can be debt. When a firm has debt it forces the firm to pay out cash and prohibits 

the managers from wasting it. The downside of this that a high level of debt increases the risk of the 

firm but in the same time it increases the value of the firm by putting it on a diet. The Cash Flow Theory 

is more a theory regarding the consequences of a high debt ratio for firms rather than a theory predicting 

the how managers choose capital structure (Myers, 2001).  

To align the interest of managers and investors compensation packages can be created, but the packages 

are difficult to construct. The intention of the package is to encourage managers to do a good job and 

make sound decisions. The problem is that it is hard to measure the performance of managers and it is 

prohibited by law to compensate a manager for a “good job” or “good decision” (Myers, 2001).  

The only time there is a conflict between the debt holders and the equity investor’s interest is when a 

firm is subjected to default risk. If the firm only has risk free debt, there is no need for interest from the 

debt holders of the value, income or risk of the firm. If there is a chance of default, the equity investors 

can gain in the expense of debt holders. Since equity investors have a residual claim, the equity investors 

will gain if the value of the debt decreases. If a firm has a high default risk the managers will be tempted 

to transfer value from the debt holders to the equity holder and there are several ways to do this (Myers, 

2001). 
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According to Myers (2001) the managers could invest in riskier assets or change to riskier operation 

strategies. The higher the risk the bigger increase in the upside for equity investors and the downside 

will be absorbed by the debt holders. Jensen & Meckling (1976) stressed the risk shifting strategy as an 

agency problem.  

Another strategy is to borrow more, if possible, and pay out the cash as dividends to the equity holders. 

The value of the firm will be constant, but the market value of the existing debt decreases. The decrease 

in value of their shares will be less than the cash the equity holders receives (Myers, 2001).  

The managers can also cut back on equity financed investments. Firms usually invest up to the cost 

where the cost of capital equals the expected return, which is when the additional present value generated 

by the investment equals the investment required. Part of this investment added value goes to the debt 

holders which are better protected compared to the equity investors when the investment is made. The 

higher the default risk is the greater the benefit to the existing debt from an additional investment. This 

was stressed as an underinvestment or debt overhang problem by Myers (1977).  

The fourth strategy is for the managers to “play for time”. The managers could conceal problems to 

prevent debt holders from forcing an immediate bankruptcy or reorganization. The maturity of the debt 

will increase and make it riskier and the shareholders would gain at the expense of creditors (Myers, 

2001). 

The debt holders are aware of these temptations and strategies and will try to write debt contracts to 

prevent these strategies. They can restrict the firms from additional borrowing, limit the dividend 

pay-outs or have clauses which makes the debt immediately due and payable if other covenants are 

violated (Myers, 2001).   

2.5 Diversification Strategies  

2.5.1 Markowitz 

The rule derived in Markowitz (1952) paper is a rule concerning expected returns and variance regarding 

portfolio management. In the paper the rule is called the expected returns-variance rule. The expected 

returns-variance rule implies that diversification over a range of securities is efficient but it does not 

mean that there could not be a superior one security portfolio over a diversified portfolio; i.e. there could 

be a security which yielded the maximum expected return and the minimum variance. The rule however 

leads to that an efficient portfolio and this is almost exclusively a well-diversified portfolio. 

The expected return-variance rule also implies the right kind of diversification and for the right reason. 

The diversification does not only depend on the number of securities in the portfolio but types of 

securities. Companies within the same market segment are more likely to face financial distress at the 

same time than companies across different market segments. Thereby a portfolio of companies across 

different industries is a better diversified portfolio than a portfolio containing companies within the 

same industry (Markowitz, 1952).  

It is of importance to invest in securities which have low covariance among themselves, for instant to 

invest in industries with unlike economic characteristics, since they will have lower covariance among 

themselves than companies within the same industry (Markowitz, 1952).   

It is possible to diversify by investing in two portfolios instead of one. If an investor puts half of the 

money in one portfolio and the rest in another portfolio with an equal variance as the first, then the 

compounded variance of the two portfolios is typically lower than the variance of either original 

portfolio (Markowitz, 1952).  
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2.5.2 Black & Litterman 

Black & Litterman (1992) have introduced a diversification model based on combining Markowitz 

mean-variance optimisation framework and the CAPM of Sharpe and Lintner. They assume that there 

are two sources of information about future excess returns, market equilibrium and investor views. The 

global CAPM equilibrium are used to generate risk premiums for global currencies, bonds and equities. 

These risk premiums are the excess returns that satisfies the demand and supply for global assets and 

securities. 

A standard diversification model requires investors to estimate expected returns for all assets and 

currencies, hence the model will be based on assumptions. The findings of Black & Litterman suggests 

that including a global CAPM equilibrium to standard diversification models can have a significant 

positive effect on excess returns, minimising the influence of assumptions. Their optimal portfolio 

strategy distinguishes between investor views and the set of expected returns. This, according to the 

authors, allows for generating optimal portfolios starting with a set of neutral weights that can be 

rebalanced in accordance with the investor’s views and estimations of future returns (Black & Litterman, 

1992). 

2.5.3 Real Estate Portfolio Diversification by Property Type and Region 

The conventional approach to define property diversification is to categorise by geographical region and 

property type. Cash flows from different property types are thought to be dependent on different 

economic factors, e.g. industrial property should be driven by manufacturing output and office property 

by office employment rates. In similarity, within different property types there should exist different 

performance factors (Eichholtz & Hoesli, 1995). 

Eichholtz & Hoesli (1995) raise two questions, the first being whether it is better to diversify across 

regions within one type of property or to diversify in property types within a region. The second issue, 

whether full diversification by both region and property type is superior, based on historical data, to 

diversification by either region or property type alone. 

The paper by Eichholtz & Hoesli analysed data from the US and the UK. The US data from 1983 to 

1992, comprise the four property types office, R&D/office, retail and warehouse. The UK data from 

1977 to 1993, comprise the three property types office, retail and industrial.  

The UK results suggested that full diversification by both property type and region provides the best 

diversification, while the US results are inconclusive. The US analysis showed some cases where 

diversification within a region across property types is better and some suggested that the other way 

around would be better (Eichholtz & Hoesli, 1995).  

A study by Miles & McCue (1982), using a sample of Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), found 

evidence towards diversification by property type producing higher risk-adjusted returns compared to 

diversification by geographic region. In 1984 Miles & McCue concluded another study using property-

specific data from a large real estate fund, based on their previous findings. The study found lower 

correlation between returns on property portfolios diversified by property type than returns on property 

portfolios diversified by geographic region (Miles & McCue, 1984).  

Another study by Grissom, Hartzell & Liu (1987) found evidence supporting the existence of regional 

markets for industrial property, suggesting an importance of regional diversification. Grissom et al. 

found that risk premiums related to systematic risk factors varies for properties in different regions. 
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In a study of diversification by property type and region in New Zeeland by Dong & Li (2012) they find 

different results for different economic phases. It shows that cross-section diversification in Wellington 

is beneficial during a full expansion period and the benefits are strengthened in smaller regions during 

the late expansion phase. The findings imply that during different periods of the economic phases cross-

section diversification benefits may decrease or increase and that the diversification strategies may 

necessary not be consistent over time.  

The highest yielding portfolio was a portfolio of a single industrial portfolio and especially in high 

volatility economic periods, the portfolio sustained a high rank with respect to risk-return performance. 

Most the industrial properties in New Zeeland are located in Auckland which is the economic centre. 

This indicates that it is not necessary to diversify geographically in a small economy if the investor is 

interested in diversification benefits (Dong & Li, 2012).   

In New Zeeland the domestic consumption small compared to larger nations such as the US and New 

Zeeland’s economy rely on exporting goods, such as natural resources and dairy products. The industrial 

property sector is stronger in New Zeeland due to the demand for logistics and storage space (Dong & 

Li, 2012). 
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3. Results 

In this section the result from the gathered data will presented. First the capital structure of the firms 

and thereafter their property portfolios.  

3.1 Overview of the Companies Size 

In diagram 1 below the lettable area for the real estate companies are presented. As the diagram shows 

the real estate company with the most lettable area is Kungsleden, followed by Balder, FastPartner and 

Hufvudstaden. However, Kungsleden has less lettable area in 2015 than in the beginning of the time 

period. In 2011 they sold Hemsö, a subsidiary which owns social infrastructure, which explains their 

loss of approximately 750,000 sq m between 2011 to 2012. 

 

Diagram 1, lettable area for each real estate company during the years 2006 to 2015. (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; 

FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016;) 

Balder and FastPartner increases their lettable area from approximately 75,000 sq m and 50,000 sq m 

to approximately 2 million sq m and 1.4 million sq m.  Diagram 1 shows that Balder purchased 

approximately 700,000 sq m of lettable area in 2009 and thereafter expanded their property portfolio 

every year except 2014. FastPartner began to expand their property portfolio in 2010 and has had a 

steady annual increase since. 

Hufvudstaden’s lettable area is more or less constant throughout the studied years. There is an increase 

from 2011 to 2012 but compared to the other real estate companies’ change in lettable area the increase 

is negligible.  
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3.2 Overview of the Companies’ Capital Structure  

Diagram 2 below illustrates the long term debt of the real estate companies during the year 2006 to 

2015. The long term debt is presented together with the STIBOR 3M rate. 

 

Diagram 2, amount of long term debt for the real estate companies the years 2006 to 2015. (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; 

FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016)  

In table 2 below the sample’s long term debt in 2006 and 2015 and the percentage change between the 

years are presented. All the real estate companies’ debt has increase over the time period. Balder is the 

real estate company which stands out with a 657 percentage change. 

Table 2, long term debt 2006, long term debt 2015 and the percentage change between the two years for the real estate 

companies 

  Long Term Debt 2006, MSEK Long Term Debt 2015, MSEK Percentage Change 

Balder 5,384 40,755 657% 

FastPartner 2,205 4,588 108% 

Hufvudstaden 6,903 11,050 60% 

Kungsleden 12,781 17,456 37% 

Diagram 3 overleaf presents the long term debt to value of the four real estate companies. The diagram 

shows that the real estate companies long term debt to value ratios lays between approximately 30 

percent to 75 percent during the years.  
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Diagram 3, long term debt to value of the real estate companies plotted together with STIBOR 3M over the years 2006 to 2015. 

(Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016) 

Diagram 4 below shows the long term debt to equity ratio as an indexation between the years 2006 to 

2015. The diagram shows that only one real estate company, Kungsleden, has a higher long term debt 

to equity ratio in 2015 than in 2006. For Balder and Kungsleden the long term debt to equity ratio has 

been rather volatile during the time period while Hufvudstaden and Balder’s long term debt to equity 

ratios have not. In Balder’s case it is interesting that their long term debt to equity ratio has decreased 

while the company has gone through a major expansion as shown in diagram 1 at page 17. 

 

Diagram 4, debt to equity ratio for the real estate companies as an index plotted together with STIBOR 3M over the years 2006 

to 2015 (2006=100). (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016) 
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The equity and the long term debt for the real estate companies over the studied time period are presented 

in Diagram 5 below. The diagram shows that both the debt and equity has increased for the real estate 

companies simultaneously over time. 

 

Diagram 5, long term debt over equity for the real estate companies the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; 

FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

Table 3 below presents the real estate companies profits in 2006 and 2015 together with the percentage 

change between the two years. Balder and FastPartner has increased their profits greatly over the years 

while Hufvudstaden has approximately the same and Kungsleden has a lower profit in 2015.  

Table 3, the real estate companies’ profit change from 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 

2007-2016). 

  Profit 2006, MSEK Profit 2015, MSEK Percentage change 

Balder 441 4,916 1015% 

FastPartner 315 1,207 283% 

Hufvudstaden 3,423 3,470 1% 

Kungsleden 3,574 504 -86% 

Table 4-7 overleaf displays the real estate companies’ equity divided into posts and the total equity 

annually for the years 2006-2015. Hufvudstaden is the only company which has not issued any equity 

during the studied time period. FastPartner has issued preferred stock two times, 2013 and 2014. 

Kungsleden has issued new shares once, in 2014. Balder has increased their equity by an issue for 

non-cash considerations in 2009, stock dividend issues in 2010 and 2011 and issued new shares in 2011, 

2012, 2013 and 2015. 

The remaining increase of equity for the real estate companies over the years is an increase in retained 

earnings including net profit for the year. This post includes the market value of the companies’ assets, 

which in this case is mainly real estate. Retained earnings including net profit for the year increases 

when the profit of the company increases and also when there is a positive change in market value of 

the real estate portfolio. Table 4-7 shows that an extensive part of the total equity can be derived from 

this post. 
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Table 4, Balder’s equity for the years 2006-2015 (Source: Balder, 2007-2016) 

 

Table 5, FastPartner’s equity for the years 2006-2015 (Source: FastPartner, 2007-2016) 

 

Table 6, Hufvudstaden’s equity for the years 2006-2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden, 2007-2016) 

 

Table 7, Kungsleden’s equity for the years 2006-2015 (Source: Kungselden, 2007-2016) 

 

3.3 Overview of the Companies’ Diversification Strategies 

In diagram 6 overleaf the combined lettable area of the real estate companies for each region are 

presented. As diagram 1 showed previously, the lettable area for the real estate companies increased 

over the period 2006-2015. Diagram 6 illustrates where in Sweden these acquisitions have been done. 

The real estate companies have increased their lettable area in all the regions over the ten years’ time 

except in Malmö where they have less lettable area combined in 2015 compared to 2006.  

Balder 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Share capital (MSEK) 16 16 16 25 102 166 168 172 172 182

Other contributet capital (MSEK) 779 779 779 1,384 1,307 2,494 3,046 4,339 4,339 6,034

Retained earnings including net profit for 

the year (MSEK)
705 1,490 1,058 1,908 3,245 4,015 5,075 6,685 9,750 14,465

Non controlling interest (MSEK - - - 5 4 4 - - - 4,377

Translation difference (MSEK) - - - - - - - - - -7

Total equity 1,501 2,286 1,854 3,323 4,658 6,679 8,289 11,196 14,261 25,051

FastPartner 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Share capital (MSEK) 537 537 537 537 537 537 537 554 556 556

Other contributet capital (MSEK) - - - - - - - 478 541 541

Retained earnings including net profit for 

the year (MSEK)
797 1,073 906 852 1,259 1,461 1,771 1,913 2,175 3,218

Reservers (MSEK) 95 95 95 95 95 - - - - -

Total equity 1,429 1,705 1,538 1,484 1,891 1,998 2,308 2,945 3,271 4,315

Hufvudstaden 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Share capital (MSEK) 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056 1,056

Other contributet capital (MSEK) 628 628 628 628 628 628 628 628 628 628

Retained earnings including net profit for 

the year (MSEK)
10,088 10,097 9,291 8,541 9,842 10,802 12,236 13,576 15,010 17,882

Reservers (MSEK) 13 28 -26 - - - - - - -

Total equity 11,785 11,809 10,950 10,226 11,526 12,487 13,921 15,261 16,695 19,567

Kungsleden 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Share capital (MSEK) 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 76 76

Other contributet capital (MSEK) 1,373 1,373 1,373 1,373 1,373 1,373 1,373 1,373 2,922 2,922

Retained earnings including net profit for 

the year (MSEK)
8,287 7,615 5,562 5,607 5,936 6,301 6,298 7,024 6,101 6,333

Reservers (MSEK) -17 -5 73 43 -9 -12 -2 -1 3 2

Total equity 9,700 9,040 7,065 7,079 7,357 7,719 7,726 8,453 9,102 9,333
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Diagram 6, combined lettable area of the real estate companies for each region the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; 

Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

The real estate companies have more than doubled their lettable area in Gothenburg, while the diagram 

also shows that the real estate companies’ largest regions are Smaller cities and Stockholm. These two 

regions had approximately as much lettable area in 2006, but over the time period the region Smaller 

cities have increase more than Stockholm.  

The region Smaller cities have had a higher volatility than Stockholm during the studied years, ranging 

from approximate 1.5 million sq m in 2006 to its highest volume in 2011 with approximate 2.5 million 

sq m and thereafter the region’s lettable area decrease to approximately 2 million sq m in 2015. The 

region Stockholm on the other hand decreased its lettable area from 2006 to 2012 and has since 

experienced a stabile increase annually to approximately 1.9 million sq m of lettable area in 2015. 

In table 8 below the percentage difference in lettable area is presented between 2005 and 2015. This 

table shows the large increase in lettable area in Gothenburg with 143 percent.  

Table 8, percentage difference in combined lettable area for the real estate 

companies from 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016) 

Percentage Difference in Lettable Area, 2006-2015 

Stockholm 21% 

Gothenburg 143% 

Malmö -38% 

Smaller cities 38% 

The combined lettable area of the real estate companies per region is presented in Table 9 as a 

percentage difference from 2006 to 2015. The table shows that the even though Gothenburg have a 

large percentage increased from 2006 to 2015, the regions percentage of the combined total lettable 

area increases only from 10 percent to 19 percent. Table 9 shows in percentage what diagram 6 

illustrates above, that Smaller cities and Stockholm are the regions with the largest share of the 

lettable area.  
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Table 9, percentage change per region from 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 

2007-2016). 

Percentage Lettable Area per Region, 2006 and 2015 

Region Percentage Lettable Area 2006 Percentage Lettable Area 2015 

Stockholm 38% 35% 

Gothenburg 10% 19% 

Malmö 15% 7% 

Smaller cities 37% 39% 

In diagram 7 below, the combined lettable area per segment in Stockholm are presented for the real 

estate companies during the years 2006 to 2015. The diagram shows that office is the largest segment 

in Stockholm ranging from approximately 40 percent to 50 percent during the years. The segment has 

also had an upturn in recent years. The second largest segment is industrial/warehouse followed by 

retail. Social infrastructure is approximately as large as industrial/warehouse during the first years but 

decreases rapidly after 2010.  

 

Diagram 7, combined lettable area for the real estate companies per segment in Stockholm the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

In diagram 8 overleaf the combined lettable area per segment in Gothenburg is presented for the real 

estate companies between the years 2006 to 2015. The largest segments in Gothenburg are office and 

industrial/warehouse which together constitutes approximately 60 percent of the lettable area in 

Gothenburg during the time period.  

At the end of the time period the third largest segment is residential which increases in 2012 as the 

segment social infrastructure decreases. Retail constitutes approximately 20 percent during the years.  
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Diagram 8, combined lettable area for the real estate companies in Gothenburg the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; 

Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

In diagram 9 below the combined lettable area for the real estate companies in Malmö is presented per 

segment for the years 2006 to 2015. Social infrastructure was the largest segment during the first years 

of the time period but decreased rapidly after 2009 and becomes the smallest property type after 2012 

in Malmö. When social infrastructure decreased, industrial/warehouse increased and is the largest 

segment together with office at the end of the time period. Compared to Stockholm and Gothenburg, 

the studied real estate companies have a larger percentage of hotel in Malmö at the end of the time 

period. 

 

Diagram 9, combined lettable area for the real estate companies in Malmö the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden; 

Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

Diagram 10 overleaf presents the combined lettable area for the real estate companies per segment in 

Smaller cities for the years 2006 to 2015. The largest segment during the time period is 

industrial/warehouse which constitute approximately 20 to 40 percent during the years. Social 

infrastructure was the second largest property type the first half of the time period but decrease to one 

of the smallest segment after 2012. Residential is the second largest segment at the end of the time 

period.    
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Diagram 10, combined lettable area for the real estate companies in Smaller cities the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Hufvudstaden; Balder; FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016) 

Diagram 11 below illustrates the four real estate companies’ total property portfolio as a percentage per 

segment for the years 2006 to 2015. The diagram shows that the segments office and 

industrial/warehouse are the two largest property types in their combined property portfolio over the 

time period. Social infrastructure is a large segment until 2012 when it decreases, as it decreases 

residential becomes the third largest property type.  

 

Diagram 11, combined lettable area for the real estate companies’ total property portfolio (Source: Hufvudstaden; Balder; 

FastPartner; Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 
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3.4 Balder Overview 

As can be seen in diagram 12 below, Balder has undergone a massive growth period during the last ten 

years. The company’s total lettable area has increased from 800,000 sq m in 2006 to almost 2 million 

sq m in 2015. However, the most notable change in the company real estate portfolio was in 2009 when 

the company purchased a majority of the shares in the company Din Bostad, almost doubling their 

lettable area compared to the previous year. Balder’s growing trend has continued since 2009 and they 

have increased their size in all four studied regions, most notably in smaller cities. The STIBOR 3M 

rate fell drastically from 2008 to 2009 as an effect of the financial crisis, which seems to have fuelled 

Balder’s investment volume. 

 

Diagram 12, Balder’s lettable area per region plotted together with STIBOR 3M the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 

2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016). 

Balder’s property portfolio in Stockholm has seen some changes during the time period, illustrated in 

diagram 13 below. Office is the dominating property type followed by residential and hotel properties. 

Industrial/warehouse has gone from representing 20 percent of the Stockholm portfolio to a 5 percent 

share of the portfolio, while residential has gone from the second smallest segment to the second largest. 

 

Diagram 13, Balder’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Stockholm the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 

2007-2016). 
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The Gothenburg portfolio, similar to Stockholm, has had a decreasing portfolio representing of office 

and industrial/warehouse property types as can be seen in diagram 14 below. The residential share has 

increased and become the largest segment within Balder’s Gothenburg portfolio. 

 

Diagram 14, Balder’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Gothenburg the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 

2007-2016) 

Diagram 15 below shows Balder’s Malmö portfolio which, in difference from Stockholm and 

Gothenburg, is not represented by a large share of residential properties. In Malmö it is the office and 

hotel sector that dominates, representing almost 70 percent of the total lettable area.  

 

Diagram 15, Balder’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Malmö the year 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 2007-

2016). 

Smaller cities, shown in diagram 16 overleaf, is massively dominated by residential properties 

representing around 75 percent of the portfolio. It is notable that residential has gone from a 5 percent 

share of the portfolio in 2006 to the three quarter share we see today and that industrial/warehouse 

properties went from a similar dominating position in 2006 to only a 2 percent share in 2015. 
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Diagram 16, Balder’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Smaller cities the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 

2007-2016). 

Balder’s total property portfolio structure is illustrated in diagram 17 below. The diagram shows a shift 

from an office and industrial/warehouse property type focus to a focus more towards residential 

properties. The purchase of Din Bostad in 2009, as mentioned earlier, was an obvious step towards this 

new residential focus. 

 

Diagram 17, Balder’s total property portfolio as a percentage by segment the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Balder, 2007-2016). 
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3.5 FastPartner Overview 

Diagram 18 below illustrates the size of FastPartner’s real estate portfolio between 2006-2015. The 

portfolio was rather consistent between the years 2006 and 2010, however since 2011 the company has 

expanded its portfolio. In 2011, two big portfolios were acquired comprising 17 properties in Stockholm 

which are visual in the below diagram. The expansion has mainly taken place in the Stockholm region 

and in Smaller cities and seems to have negative correlation to the STIBOR 3M rate.  

 

Diagram 18, FastPartner’s lettable area in each region plotted together with STIBOR 3M the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

FastPartner, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016). 

In diagram 19 below FastPartner’s Stockholm real estate portfolio shows a possible switch in focus from 

industrial/warehouse properties towards office properties, however the two types total combined share 

of the portfolio is approximately the same in 2006 as in 2015. FastPartner’s relatively low activity 

between 2006-2010 shows through the almost static property type-structure. It is also notable that the 

company seemingly has increased their investments in social infrastructure since around 2011, although 

the segment still is a small share of the Stockholm portfolio. 

 

Diagram 19, FastPartner’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Stockholm the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

FastPartner, 2007-2016). 
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The Gothenburg portfolio has over the studied time period been heavily represented by 

industrial/warehouse type properties. Diagram 20 below illustrates changes in the Gothenburg portfolio 

over time. The focus is clearly on industrial/warehouse properties however both social infrastructure 

and office properties has increased their share of the portfolio while retail has had a decreasing share. 

 

Diagram 20, FastPartner’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Gothenburg the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

FastPartner, 2007-2016). 

FastPartner had no assets allocated in Malmö until 2013, shown in diagram 21 below. In 2013 the 

company acquired their first properties in the region. The portfolio strategy is in line with the other 

regions with a focus on industrial/warehouse and office properties. 

 

Diagram 21, FastPartner’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Malmö the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

FastPartner, 2007-2016). 

Diagram 22 overleaf represents FastPartner’s property portfolio in Smaller cities. Most of these 

properties are located in Gävle, a city approximately 200 kilometres north of Stockholm. The portfolio 

is heavily weighted towards industrial/warehouse properties; however, their share of the portfolio has 

decreased slightly in the last year while office and social infrastructure property types have slightly 

increased their share.  
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Diagram 22, FastPartner’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Smaller cities the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

FastPartner, 2007-2016). 

FastPartner’s total property portfolio, displayed in diagram 23 below, is mostly made up by 

industrial/warehouse properties. However, the trend has been shifting slightly in favour for office 

properties as previously mentioned but industrial/warehouse properties are still the dominating segment 

of the portfolio. Since the company began expanding in 2011 office and social infrastructure has become 

a more frequent type within the portfolio. 

 

Diagram 23, FastPartner’s total property portfolio as a percentage by segment the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: FastPartner, 

2007-2016). 
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3.6 Hufvudstaden Overview 

Diagram 24 below shows the STIBOR 3M rate plotted against Hufvudstaden’s lettable area in 

Gothenburg and Stockholm. Hufvudstaden is the only real estate company within the sample which 

portfolio consists of properties in only Gothenburg and Stockholm. Hufvudstaden’s lettable area is 

consistent during the studied time period, although there is an increase of approximately 25,000 sq m in 

Gothenburg and 10,000 sq m in Stockholm from 2006 to 2015.  

 

Diagram 24, Hufvudstaden’s lettable area per region plotted together with STIBOR 3M the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Hufvudstaden, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016). 

Diagram 25 below shows the percentage per property type for Hufvudstaden’s lettable area in 

Stockholm. The dominating segment is office followed by retail and other. As shown in diagram 24 

above, there has not been a lot of investment activity for Hufvudstaden during the time period.  

 

Diagram 25, Hufvudstaden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Stockholm the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Hufvudstaden, 2007-2016). 
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Diagram 26 below presents the percentage per property type of the lettable area in Gothenburg. Also 

here the property type office dominates the lettable area with approximate 50 percent of Hufvudstaden’s 

total lettable area in Gothenburg. The difference between Hufvudstaden’s property portfolio in 

Gothenburg and Stockholm is the approximate two times larger retail property segment (40 percent of 

the portfolio) in Gothenburg compared to Stockholm. Also the segment other is smaller in Gothenburg 

compared to the Stockholm portfolio.  

 

Diagram 26, Hufvudstaden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Hufvudstaden, 

2007-2016). 

Diagram 27 below illustrates the percentage per property type for Hufvudstaden’s total lettable area. 

The diagram shows that Hufvudstaden’s property portfolio is very consistent over the years in terms of 

property type diversification which is in line with their low investment volumes over the studied years. 

The largest property type is office which constitutes approximately 50 percent of Hufvudstaden’s 

property portfolio. The second largest is retail with approximately 20 percent of the lettable area. The 

segments residential, social infrastructure and hotel are practically non-existent in Hufvudstaden’s 

property portfolio.  

 

Diagram 27, Hufvudstaden’s total property portfolio as a percentage by segment the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Hufvudstaden, 2007-2016). 
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3.7 Kungsleden Overview 

Diagram 28 below plots Kungsleden’s lettable area for the four regions and the STIBOR 3M rate for 

the time period 2006-2015. The diagram shows that the majority of Kungsleden’s lettable area is 

invested in Smaller cities. The decrease in lettable area from 2011 to 2012 can be derived from the sale 

of their subsidiary Hemsö in 2012 (Kungsleden, 2012). This decreased their total lettable area with 

approximately 800,000 sq m. After 2012 a new trend can be seen in the diagram with a shift towards 

owning more properties in the regions Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö.   

 

Diagram 28, Kungsleden’s lettable area in the regions plotted together with STIBOR 3M the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016; Riksbanken, 2016). 

Diagram 29 below illustrates the percentage of lettable area in Stockholm per property type.  After the 

sale of Hemsö 2012 the social infrastructure decrease which was prior to the sale, the largest property 

type in Stockholm. The office segment in Stockholm has increased during the time period from 

approximately 40 percent in 2006 to over 50 percent in 2015.  

 

Diagram 29, Kungsleden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Stockholm the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 
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In diagram 30 below, Gothenburg’s property portfolio is presented per property type as a percentage. 

The three largest property types during the studied time period are social infrastructure, 

industrial/warehouse and office. Social infrastructure decreases greatly in 2012, as Hemsö is sold.  

The largest segment in Gothenburg is industrial/warehouse and office is the second largest over the 

studied time period. The segment retail increases after 2011 to become approximately 10 percent of the 

lettable area in Gothenburg, which is more than in Stockholm.  

 

Diagram 30, Kungsleden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Gothenburg the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

Diagram 31 overleaf shows Malmö’s percentage of lettable are per property type. The three largest 

segments are social infrastructure, industrial/warehouse and office. Social infrastructure decreases 

greatly in 2012 as Hemsö is sold. At this point industrial/warehouse increases and becomes the largest 

segment in Malmö and in 2015 industrial/warehouse constitutes approximately 45 percent of the total 

lettable area. Office is consistent throughout the time period and consists of approximately 30 percent 

of Kungsleden’s total lettable area in Malmö throughout the time period.  

The property types other and retail increase during the studied time period and in 2015 they together 

constitute up approximately 30 percent of the total lettable area in Malmö. 
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Diagram 31, Kungsleden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Malmö the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 

Diagram 32 below displays the percentage per property type of the total lettable area for municipalities 

outside the three large city regions. The largest property types are social infrastructure, 

industrial/warehouse and office during the studied time period.  

In 2010 the property type social infrastructure starts to decrease in volume and in 2012 as Hemsö is sold 

social infrastructure is one of the smallest property types for Kungsleden in the region Smaller cities. 

As social infrastructure decreases the segment industrial/warehouse increases and becomes the 

dominant property type for Smaller cities in Kungsleden’s property portfolio.  

The property type office, ranges between approximately 20-25 percent for the studied time period and 

increases annually after 2009. The property types retail and other are consistent throughout the years 

and together constitutes approximately 15 percent in 2015. 

 

Diagram 32, Kungsleden’s property portfolio as a percentage by segment in Smaller cities the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: 

Kungsleden, 2007-2016). 
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In diagram 33 below a percentage of the total lettable area per property type for Kungsleden is presented. 

The diagram shows that the property type social infrastructure was a large part of Kungsleden’s property 

portfolio between the years 2006-2012. Hemsö was a subsidiary where Kungsleden gradually placed 

their social infrastructure properties, the years leading up to Kungsleden’s sale of Hemsö to Tredje       

AP-fonden. The sale led to a drastic decrease of the segment social infrastructure. The property type 

industrial/warehouse and office are the two of the largest property types throughout the time period. An 

increase can also be seen after the sale of Hemsö in these two property types which is a result of a 

different portfolio strategy.  

The property types retail and other are fairly consistent throughout the years. Hotel and residential is 

practically non-existent compared to the other property types.  

 

Diagram 33, Kungsleden’s total property portfolio as a percentage by segment the years 2006 to 2015 (Source: Kungsleden, 

2007-2016). 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Capital Structure 

Hypothesis one of this thesis was that the studied real estate companies has increased their financial 

leverage during the last years of the studied time period due to the low interest rate environment in 

Sweden during these years. In the result section we have compared the companies’ debt to equity ratio 

to the STIBOR 3M rate to see if the low interest rate has fuelled the companies with cheap capital and 

thereby increased their financial leverage. The results show no clear relationship between decreasing 

interest rates and increasing financial leverage, neither in the long term debt to equity ratio or the long 

term debt to value. Thereby, hypothesis one seems to be incorrect.  

However, even if the real estate companies do not increase their financial leverage the results shows that 

the sample increase their borrowing the last years as the interest rate decreases. Of the four companies 

Balder is the one with the largest increase in borrowing with a percentage difference in long term debt 

between the first year and the last year of the studied time period of 657 percent. Balder is also to 

company with the most aggressive investment strategy and they have also an increase of more than 

1,000 percent in profits over the time period. As the long term debt increases in later years, the equity 

of the real estate companies increases proportionally with the debt and therefore their long term debt to 

equity ratio is rather constant and in some cases even declining.  

This increase in equity has, in our study, mainly been due to increasing asset market values and 

increasing profit rather than due to new issues of shares. The sample has only issued new equity at ten 

occasions during the years 2006 to 2015 and Balder is responsible for 7 of these issues.  

Further, even if it seems as hypothesis one is incorrect at a first glance, the sample has increased their 

combined long term debt greatly, especially during the last years of the time period. Since the sample 

combined has not issued large amounts of new equity most of the increase equity can be derived from 

increasing profits and increasing property values, thereby, enabling the companies to borrow more 

without increasing their financial leverage.  

Since the sample does not increase their financial leverage during the years they seem to not increase 

their risk when they acquire capital. However, in the case of increasing interest rates in the future the 

sample’s interest rate costs could increase greatly if they are not able to refinance with the current 

beneficial conditions.  

Relating this to capital structure theories it seems as FastPartner, Hufvudstaden and Kungsleden follows 

Myers and Majluf’s Pecking Order Theory when they acquire new capital, as they seek debt in most 

cases rather than issue equity. Further, Balder might also follow the Pecking Order Theory but might 

not be able to borrow capital in the volumes they need for their rather drastic expansion they have gone 

through during the studied time period and thereby they might be forced to issue equity. 

The fact that our sample has not increase their long term debt to equity ratio during the time period is in 

line with the with Kraus and Litzenberger’s Trade-off Theory. If the long term debt to equity ratio would 

differ largely in 2015 compare to 2006 one could argue that the sample follows another capital structure 

theory. The sample could be seen as having a set optimal debt to equity ratio, after which they adjust 

their financing. 

The findings that the sample’s capital structure could be seen as following either the Pecking Order 

Theory or the Trade-off Theory depending on how the results are interpreted is in line with Myers (2001) 

conclusion that researchers can find support for several capital structure theories with the same sample, 

although this thesis does not have a broad heterogeneous sample. The results of this thesis supports 
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Myers’ thoughts that the capital structure theories give a general explanation of financial strategy and 

that different capital structure theories work under with different assumptions. 

4.2 Diversification 

Hypothesis two for this thesis is that the real estate companies have looked towards riskier markets 

outside the big city regions due to decreasing yield spreads derived from low interest rates.  

The combined lettable area for the real estate companies has increased in all regions except for Malmö 

during the years 2006-2015. The lettable area in Malmö has actually decreased by 38 percent over the 

studied time period, while the largest increase has occurred in Gothenburg where the real estate 

companies has increased their lettable area with 143 percent. The Stockholm region, being the region 

with the most lettable area in 2006, increased with 21 percent but is no longer the largest region in terms 

of lettable area since the investments in Smaller cities increased with 38 percent, thereby reaching 

2.1 million sq m and making it the largest investment region.  

The increased investments in Smaller cities is in line with hypothesis one, that the competition on the 

real estate market leads funds towards riskier markets. However, in the recent five years, Smaller cities 

has had a negative growth trend in lettable area even though the interest rate has been decreasing. This 

is an interesting development in our sample especially since both Stockholm and Gothenburg 

experienced a strong growth during the same years, Gothenburg in fact almost doubled in size, which is 

not consistent with the idea that the real estate companies seek investments in Smaller cities when the 

accessibility of capital increases.  

One possible explanation for this could be that Sweden as a market is so small that it does not matter 

where geographically in Sweden the real estate companies invest, with the exception of Stockholm and 

Gothenburg, which in our results seems to be the most attractive regions. It is interesting that 

investments in Malmö, which is a part of the strong Öresund region, has decreased during the studied 

time period. Our study is however not comprehensive enough to say that this is a representation of the 

whole Swedish real estate market, neither Hufvudstaden nor FastPartner are very active in the Malmö 

region.  

In the article by Dong & Li (2015) that studies in which way companies in New Zeeland diversify their 

property portfolios, the result was that the companies invested mostly in Auckland which has a similar 

position in New Zeeland as Stockholm has in Sweden. The results from our sample also indicate that 

most investments are made in Stockholm (Smaller cities are bigger but is represented by several cities 

all over Sweden). 

The study by Dong & Li (2015) is interesting to our thesis in the sense that the economy we are analysing 

is also a small economy. In Sweden, like New Zeeland, the property investments are over-represented 

by a few regions, the majority of the investments are made in Stockholm. Sweden is, like New Zeeland, 

also dependent on exports of natural resources and goods. However, even though Sweden is a small 

economy Sweden have more than double the population of New Zeeland and the GDP is about three 

times higher. Also Sweden is the fourth largest property market in Europe after countries such as the 

UK, Germany and France in terms of transaction volume. Still we believe that there are similarities 

between the two countries in terms of possible diversification alternatives. This is consistent with the 

result from our sample to some extent, even though Smaller cities have experienced a good growth, the 

two biggest markets in Sweden (Stockholm and Gothenburg) has outgrown Smaller cities with a 

combined average 8 percentage points between 2006-2015. 
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Our hypothesis that the low interest rates have forced capital away from the bigger cities in search for 

yield cannot be supported within our sample. We do see an increasing trend for investments in the 

Smaller cities region but there is no clear correlation between the STIBOR 3M rate and the increase in 

investments. There is a clear relationship in investment volumes and the STIBOR 3M rate but to go as 

far as to conclude that investment strategies are solely dependent on one factor is to simplify the subject 

far too much. Internal goals and visions of the company also has an impact on the firms’ investment 

strategies, e.g. Kungsleden changed their internal visions and goals in 2012 to “concentrate their 

portfolio to growing regions” which shows in the results; the lettable area in Smaller cities has decreased 

with approximately 700,000 sq m after 2011 while the lettable area in Stockholm, Gothenburg and 

Malmö has increased. 

Balder have allocated a clear majority of their lettable area in smaller cities after 2009. Before 2009 they 

had diversified rather evenly between the four regions. In 2009 they also increased their position of 

residential properties and this property type is the dominating segment both in smaller cities and in their 

total property portfolio. In Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö they own both residential and office 

properties.  

Relating their property portfolio to diversification strategies it seems as that they diversify by owning 

properties in smaller cities rather than in the three large cities in Sweden. According to Eichholtz & 

Hoesli’s diversification strategies Balder diversifies with one property type in several regions. By 

owning properties outside the three large cities in Sweden, Balder may be able to find properties with a 

lower market price since commercial property prices have risen greatly in the larger cities in Sweden. 

On the Swedish residential market today there is a lack of residences in most municipalities, i.e. there 

is a benefit to owning residential properties since there is a high demand and a shortage of supply. 

Thereby Balder should experience stabile cash flows over the foreseeable future. Balder is also the real 

estate company with the largest increase in profit during the studied time period. 

FastPartner’s property diversification strategies, related to Eichholtz & Hoesli, can be classified as 

investing in one property type among regions. The two biggest segments in their portfolio are office and 

industrial/warehouse, where office has been an increasing part of the portfolio throughout the studied 

time period. Even though the property portfolio has been more diversified throughout the studied time 

period it is still focused on industrial/warehouse properties, but the slight shift in strategy is in line with 

Dong & Li’s theory that during different economic phases, different investment strategies are preferable. 

Hufvudstaden’s property portfolio is heavily weighted towards Stockholm, with 73 percent of their 

lettable area in the region. Their property types are mainly office and retail, and has remained constant 

throughout the studied time period. Relating their investment strategies to Eichholtz & Hoesli, the best 

classification of the company is that they diversify among property types within a region, however the 

company’s property portfolio is not very diversified. Hufvudstaden’s portfolio is focused on central 

locations in Sweden’s two largest real estate markets where office and retail type properties dominate, 

where cash flows are deemed as stable and risk is considered low. Instead of focusing on a well-

diversified portfolio the company focus on less risky markets where there are a lot of job opportunities 

and a high demand.  

Kungsleden owns most of their lettable area in smaller cities and this is constant throughout the time 

period. During the studied years they have increased their lettable area in Gothenburg but decreased 

their lettable area in Stockholm and Malmö. In their property portfolio the largest property types are 

social infrastructure, industrial/warehouse and office. Social infrastructure however decreases greatly in 

2012 and industrial/warehouse and office increases. In their largest region, Smaller cities, the largest 

property type is industrial/warehouse followed by office and social infrastructure. In Stockholm, 
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Gothenburg and Malmö the company own mostly office, industrial/warehouse and social infrastructure 

(up until 2012). The size of the segments however differs between the three regions.  

Relating this to Eichholtz and Hoesli’s property portfolio diversification strategies, Kungsleden 

diversify within a property type across regions. During the studied time period there is a change in their 

diversification strategy, in line with the theory by Dong & Li, that reduces the diversification by property 

type. 

According to Eichholtz and Hoesli’s property portfolio diversification strategies Balder, FastPartner and 

Kungsleden can be classified as diversifying across regions within one property type, while 

Hufvudstaden diversifies within one region with several property types. The results from our sample’s 

diversification strategies thereby weights over towards investing over several regions instead within one 

region with several property types. Although we have a small sample the results indicate a difference in 

the Swedish real estate market in comparison with the New Zealand market. This might not be a perfect 

representation of the Swedish market but the results do indicate that optimal diversification strategies 

may vary even between countries with similar economic size.  
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5. Conclusion 

The capital structure for the companies in terms of long term debt to equity ratio has been relatively 

stable during the studied time period, not in line with our first hypothesis that the long term debt to 

equity ratio would have increased. This is mainly due to an increase in real estate market values, which 

increase the companies’ equity post in the balance sheets, thereby counteracting an increase in long term 

debt, which in turn keeps the long term debt to equity ratio stable. 

The investment strategies for the studied real estate companies has partly changed between the years 

2006 and 2015. Although, the results do not support our second hypothesis that the real estate 

companies’ has turned to markets associated with higher risks in their search for yield. We do see a 

general increase in investment volumes but this increase is not aimed mainly towards Smaller cities as 

expected. 

In general, the studied companies have not taken on any more risk at a first glance during this time 

period through their investment strategies and choice of capital structure. However, as stated earlier 

most of the equity increase, which has kept the long term debt to equity ratio stable, can be derived from 

a rise in market values of the real estate portfolios. Assuming the market is acting rational, the increase 

in the companies’ long term debt does not increase their financial risk but if the fundamentals of the real 

estate market change the long term debt might be of a concern. 
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